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Thailand Has Enacted the 2015 Cosmetics Act  
 
The Thai government published Cosmetics Act 2558 (Act) in the Royal Gazette on 8 September 
2015. The law, signed by Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-Ocha, provides a legal framework for the 
cosmetics industry and paves the way for an establishment of a "Cosmetics Committee," 
consisting of bureaucrats, practitioners and academics, to serve as a regulator. The legislation 
also imposes requirements such as labeling obligations and sets fines for violations of the rule. 
Notably, Article 34 establishes that if there is any change to prohibited ingredients as listed, 
producers will have a 180-day grace period to comply with the law. The Act takes immediate 
effect upon publication in the Royal Gazette. Laws and government announcements issued 
prior to the Act will remain valid as long as they don't contradict with this legislation. Cosmetics 
manufacturers, importers, brand owners and suppliers should consult the Act to ensure 
compliance and conformance. 
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We appreciate your interest in global chemical regulations and we are happy to have you as our guest! 

Not yet an Ariel WebInsight user? 

Ariel WebInsight users receive comprehensive global regulatory data whenever they access their 
account. But that's just the beginning! Ariel WebInsight is an online chemical regulatory compliance 
reference tool that puts global chemical and substance compliance information one click away. 
WebInsight's intuitive web browser interface provides access to accurate, comprehensive, up-to-date, 
usable regulatory content. 

WebInsight saves EH&S and product stewardship professionals valuable time as it eliminates the need to 
manually research regulations from multiple sources, scattered across numerous websites and/or 
published in a variety of formats, instead providing global chemical regulatory content in one central, 
searchable, user-friendly repository. 

To learn more, or to schedule your personalized demonstration and free trial, please click here. 
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